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One of the county's most elaborately decorated late 19th century farmhouses, the
Lovet~
Lee House built ca 1880; is an exceptional and well-preserved example of
the addition of ornamental millwork to the standard, two-story, single-pile dwelling
so cammon in Sampson County after the 1870s. The house's: double-tier front porch
is among the most elaborate in the county, suggesting a lace veil over a plain face.
The buiIders son, Charles Frank Lee (1883-1962), for a while rented roams here to
teachers at the nearby Piney Grove School. A son of the present owner, whose father
bought the house in 1946 fDOm the Lee heirs, camplelely restored and renovated ti1e
house for his residence in 1980.
The frame, two-story, single-pile, center-hall plan block is contained under a hip
roof of standing seam metal. A replacement common bond brick single shoulder
chimney stands at each end. On the northwest is an enlarged, two-room ell, with an
enlarged and enclosed porch along the ell's southwest elevation connecting to
the house's through hall. The rest of the house's rear elevation is occupied by
a single shed room. The front three bays of the main block is occupied by the
decorative double-tier porch supported by chamfered posts. The first floor
railing is carried by large, turned balusters, while the second floor railing has
a sawn-slat railing. At both levels is a boldly scrolled sawn frieze which
further heightens the lacy appearance. The front block's corner boards are
treated as pilasters and carry a boxed and bracketed cornice with frieze, which
continues around the hip-roofed porch; similar brackets are also on the ell. Windows
on the porch facade are four-over-four in pairs, with bracketed molded cornices.
A similar treatment surmounts the central door and sidelights on each level. The
other sash are six-over-six and have flat, two-part surrounds. The house rests
on infilled brick piers and has a wide, continuous baseboard.
The center hall interior is plastered with excellent woodwork, highlighted by
decoratively laid ceilings of beaded tongue-and-groove sheathing in the downstairs hall and side parlors; the seuth bedroom is especially fine, with
sheathing in an octagonal pattern joining at the center. This room and the hall
also have wainscots of the same sheathing. The bedroom mantel is an interesting
pilaster-and -frieze form with a dentiled shelf, decorated with applied molding
in diamond shapes. The other mantels are simple, with the upstairs mantels being
made of beaded tongue-and-groove sheathing. The center hall extends to the depth
of',the southwest shed room, and from the hall's rear rises the traditional staircase
of slender turned balusters, two per tread, and the large, oversized newel. The wall
of the staircase above the wainscot and the small upstairs hall have been sheathed
with replacement ca 1950s knotty pine paneling. Downstairs surrounds are fluted with
cornerblocks; those upstairs are plain and two-part. Minor alterations in the
house have been the construction of an arch from the front, northeast parlor to
the dining room in the ell, and the replacement of the original frame first floor
porch floor with a poured cement floor.
The handsome Lovett Lee House is shaded by several large pecan trees. Across the
road to the southeast is a large produce processing shed; the owner's residence is
immediately adjacent to the southwest. The other two sides are fields.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The elaborately ornamented Lovett Lee House is indicative of the level of exuberant
Victorian embellishment sometimes added to the county's traditional two-story,
single-pile frame farmhouses in the late 19th century. Only the John E. Wilson
House can compare with the elaborateness of the two-tier porch's sawn and turned
ornamentation. For several years in the early 20th century, teachers from the
nearby Piney Grove School rented rooms here from Charles Frank Lee (1883-1962), a
son who inherited the house. In 1946 G. J. Sullivan, Sr. (1878-1977), a neighboring
farmer, bought the farm from the Lees. The house, in the midst of the county's
most productive farm area and shaded by several large pecan trees, has recently been
completely restored and renovated by Jay Sullivan, a grandson of G. J. Sullivan, Sr.

CRITERIA ASSESSMENT

C.

The Lovett Lee House is one of two prime examples - and the only restored one
of the marvelous decorative appearance achieved in the last quarter of the
19th century by the application of extensive sawn and turned Victorian
millwork to the traditional two-story, single-pile farmhouse so prevalent in
the Sampson County landscape. Traditional and decoratively-laid beaded tongueand-groove sheathing decorates the interior. The handsome structure is well
shaded on an ample site in the richest farming section of Sampson County.

D.

The Lovett Lee House is likely to yield archaeological information valuable
to the understanding of history.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Lovett Lee House is located in the eastern part of Sampson County, near the community
of Giddensville.
The house dates from around 1880 and remained in the Lee family until
the middle of the twentieth century.
Lovett Lee was born in 1851, the second child of William and Millicent Lee.
He married
Clarrisa Boyette (1860-1937) in the late 1870s. Their seven children were born between
1879 and 1901. Lovett Lee was involved in the lumber business, first for the RO\vland
LUQber Company and latei for himself. The Lee family moved to Faison, in Dupiin County,
sometime prior to 1900, but retained ownership of the house, which ~as occupied by
Lovett Lee's son, Charles Lee, sporadically over a period of years.
Charles Franklin Lee (1883-1960) was the second child of Lovett and Clarrisa Lee.
He
worked in the lumber business with his father and older brother Henry, and later was
a farmer.
He inherited the Lee homestead at this father's death in 1916.
He and his
family, which included his wife, Hattie O'Berry (1885-1960), and their children, lived
in the house until 1924 when they moved to Mount Olive.
They returned to the Lee House
in the early 1930s and remodeled it.
The Piney Grove school was opened near the house
about this time and Mrs. Lee taught there f0 a period. The Lees also rented roo~s to
2
teachers from the school on a regular basis.
Charles Lee sold the house and land to area farmer, George Sullivan, Sr. (1878-1977),
in 1946. His son, George Jarman Sullivan, Jr., is the present owner of the house.

Notes
lascar M. Bizzell Ced.), The Heritage of Sampson County, North Carolina (WinstonSalem: Hunter Publishing Company, for the Sampson County Historical Society, 1983);
477-478, hereinafter cited as Bizzell (ed.), The Heritage of Sampson County; Twelfth
Census of the United States, ]900, Sampson County, North Carolina, Population Schedule.
The Lee family had moved to Faison by 1900, according to the 1900 census.

2

Sampson County Will Book 6, p. 42; Bizzell (ed.), The Heritage of Sampson County.

Bizzell, Oscar M., Ed. The Heritage of Sampson County, North Carolina.
The Hunter Publishing Company, 1983.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The property ,to be nominated is the Lovett Lee House site, less than on acre, as noted
on the Plat of the Sullivan-Grimes and Grimes Property, dated 9 February 1946 and registered
A copy of the
in tl1e Sampson County Register of Deeds Office,
map is attached.
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